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       Most of my generation have been watching American movie, TV series since a young age. And I’am a 

big fan of a lot of American TV series, such as BIG BANG THEORY, CASTLE, CSI and so on. There is 

a question bothering me every time I watch actors having Chinese food in American TV series —— Why 

are these Chinese takeout container all the same? A white box with a red pattern on it. So in this essay, I 

am going to start with something small and digging for more information behind the little Chinese food 

box. 

1. Who sells the container? 

       Except the red pattern of a tower, we can see the words “FOLD PAK” on the package. If you google 

that, you will find a website  —— www.fold-pak.com. The website said that Fold-Pak is the 

manufacturer of Fold-Pak, Fold-Pak Earth, Bio-Pak, Bio-Plus Earth, Bio-Plus Terra, and SmartServ food 

containers. The products are recyclable and 100% made in the U.S.A. The company has manufacturing 

facilities in Fresno, CA; Hazleton, PA; and Lebanon, TN.  Fold-Pak is owned by RockTenn, a leading 

North American producer of consumer and corrugated packaging and recycling solutions. So the little 

container is not pure Chinese. Actually, they are born in USA.[1]  

       And nowadays, FOLD PAK is the biggest package company for producing Chinese takeout container 

in USA. According to the data, 70% of Chinese takeout container are produced by this company. The 
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number of Chinese food restaurant reached 36,000 in 2005, exceeding the sum of KFC and McDonald. 

Besides, 14,000,000,000 dollars are spent in take-out food every year by Americans. All in all, the little 

container is not only a symbol of Chinese food, but also makes a lot of money. What the most lucky thing 

is that movies and TV series do free advertisement for it. With the help of media, it’s hard for the 

container not to become famous. 

2. Who invented the container? 

      In the last part, we identified the real nationality of the Chinese food box. And now we are going to 

figure out when it was born and who invented it. 

       Early invention date to 1890’s, when fresh oysters were more popular, more plentiful, and less 

expensive than they are at present. Since shucking oysters (removing the raw meat from the shell) takes 

some amount of skill and can be difficult and dangerous, it was common to have the oyster seller open the 

oysters so they could be taken home for use in cooked dishes.[2] At that time, most of oyster workers 

came from Asian. It is said that a Japanese worker who is good at origami invented this kind of container. 

After that, a lot of workers learned from him and it became a standard of oysters pail. The oyster pail 

provided an inexpensive and sanitary way to accomplish that the customers could take oysters to home 

without leak. But it was applied for a patent until 1894 by a people called F.W.Wilcox. In the early 20th 

century oyster pails were also used to hold honey. In the mid-20th century, overfishing (and the 

subsequent rise in price) of oysters left manufacturers with a significant number of unsold oyster pails.[3]  

       However, in the US after World War II, there was a huge increase in sales of prepared foods that 

could be purchased from restaurants, and heated or finished at home. Chinese food proved to be a 

popular choice, since it was tasty, unusual, fairly inexpensive and traveled well. The oyster pail was 

quickly adopted for "Chinese takeout". [4] The paperboard pails were to some extent self-insulating, and 

could be used for a wide variety of foods including cooked rice, moist dishes such as egg foo young and 

sauced dishes. As we know that most of Chinese food are juicy. The pails solve the problem of  leaking 

easily. This kind of paperboard pails are cheap and easy to be processed. With the small iron wire handle, 

it is convenient to take. And it can be opened to be a plate. 
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       The containers are also used by restaurants offering classic American takeout food, such as French 

fries or fried clams, but the paperboard containers have become strongly associated with Chinese takeout 

in popular culture. In 2011, the Smithsonian National Museum of American History displayed iconic 

Chinese takeout containers in its exhibit Sweet & Sour: A Look at the History of Chinese Food in the 

United States,[5] which shows a close connection between Chinese food and the container. Today, the box 

is more than just a container but the symbol of Chinese food in USA. 

3. What is the pattern on the container? 

      As we can see from the picture that there is a pattern of  a 

tower on the box. Before I see the box, I always regard the 

great wall or the forbidden city as the typical impression of 

China for western people. As a native Chinese, I have been to 
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many places in China, but I have to admit that I’ve never see a tower like that. So who designed the 

pattern? Where is the tower? Does it exist in China? 

      Before the oyster pail changes into the Chinese food box, it is just a white box. But as it was adopted 

for Chinese food, the package company, Fold-Pak, decided to make it looks more Chinese. So they asked 

a designer to add something with oriental characteristics to the package. The designer drew this pattern in 

a abstract way, no wonder it’s hard for me to tell what is this four floors tower. However, I found 

something interesting about ancient Chinese architecture. According to a book named Plan of Civil and 

Historical Architecture, there used to be a tower called The porcelain tower of NanKing in China and 

is one of the seven wonders of the world at that time. This ancient Chinese tower is described as one of 

the most magnificent architecture in eastern countries. It was built to memorize the mother of Emperor 

Zhu di in 1428. Foreign tourists who came to China all longed for visiting this incredible building at that 

time. The porcelain tower of NanKing was made of glazed tile and porcelain in the height of 80 meters. 

Unfortunately, it was destroyed in 1856 during the the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom (1851-1864). That’s 

why we never see it in China. 

      But is this the prototype of the pattern on the Chinese food container? And how does it become the 

symbol of Chinese instead of the Great Wall? The picture above is from the book Plan of Civil and 

Historical Architecture written by an Austrian architect, Johann Bernhard Fischer von Erlach. But the 
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Austrian architect had never been to China in his whole life. There is no chance that he saw this tower by 

his own and drew this picture vividly.  

      Back to 1600’s, a team was sent to China by Dutch East India Company. The company asked a painter  

in the team to draw pictures about what he saw in China. This Dutch painter was Johan Nieuhof, he 

arrived in China in 1655. After visiting many cities in China including Nanjing, Johan Nieuhof came back 

to Europe and published a book called An embassy of the Dutch East India Company to the Grand 

Cham of Tartary, [6] which caused tremendous repercussions in Europe. The porcelain tower of 

NanKing was described as an admirable landmark with its special material and exquisite wind-mills in 

Nanjing. That’s the reason why the tower became a symbol of eastern world instead of the Great Wall. 

Many writers and painters made use of the symbol in their works. 

      One of the most famous works was written by the Danish writer Hans Christian Andersen in his fairy 

tale The Garden of Paradise. Andersen wrote a young boy who longed to have a visit to the garden of 

paradise: 

“I am going there to-morrow,” he replied:“I have not been there for a hundred years. I 

have just come from China,where I danced round the porcelain tower till all the bells 

jingled again. In the streets an official flogging was taking place,and bamboo canes were 

being broken on the shoulders of men of every high position， from the first to the ninth 

grade. They cried,’Many thanks, my fatherly benefactor:’but I am sure the words did not 

come from their hearts, so I rang the bells till they sounded, ‘ding, ding-dong’” [7] 

      Another world-famous work inspired by The porcelain tower of NanKing is The Grand Trianon 

porcelain palace. Louis-Dieudonné and his wife were both big fan of Chinese porcelain. So they decided 

to built a Chinese style architecture in their palace. Decorated by blue and write ceramic tiles, this 

porcelain palace was definitely a new fashion among European aristocracy. 

      In a word, western missionaries and artists had quite an affection for The porcelain tower of 

NanKing. Although there is no direct evidence, we can guess that the pattern of tower on the Chinese 

takeout container is the abstract picture of  The porcelain tower of NanKing quite possibly. 
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4. The development of Chinese restaurant 

      Gold rush and Transcontinental Railroad played a important part in the development of Chinese 

restaurant. Before Li Hung-Chang’s Chop Suey became famous in USA, there are already a lot of Chinese 

restaurant in Los Angeles and San Francisco. At that time, Los Angeles was just a small town with the 

population of 5000 people. And most of the cooks were railway workers or rifflemen before. They hung a 

small yellow flag outside their shacks to sell their food which was called “chow-chow”. [8] 

      Movement of exclusion against Chinese happened during 1890-1920. Chinese food habits became a 

joke in USA. Some people even drew Chinese people as “mice eater” in cartoon. It was a hard period for 

Chinese restaurant owners to get through. However, they tried their best to change clients’ opinion about 

Chinese food, for example, they redesigned and redecorated the restaurant, they published recipes in 

newspaper. Through years of hard working, these first immigrants reached the first turn point in 1905 

when there was the first Chinese restaurant opened in downtown in Los Angeles. After that, a growing 

number of Chinese moved to 9th street and San Pedro Avenue. The Chinatown grew up gradually. 

Chinese restaurants no longer gathered in corners of the city. 

      With the 150 years of development, Chinese food compromises the the merits of Chinese cooking 

skills and American’s taste. The Chinese-American food has been integrated into the mainstream of the 

United States. The Chinese takeout container is an indispensable element in the long process. 

5. Conclusion 

        A USA package company, a Japanese’s invention, an American’s patent, a Chinese tower, all of these 

combined together and the Chinese takeout container appeared. Isn’t it amazing that all of the countries in 

the world become a whole part? The arrival of world historical era turned the relations between the whole 

history of mankind and each nation or state into whole and part. It’s true that no one is a foreigner. A 

country’s traditional culture may becomes a part of other civilization. During the process of mixing, we 

make use of the good part, in other words, the part which is closer to our tradition, and we abandon the 

bad parts, such as the development Chinese-American food. 
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